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[Abstract ]
Purpose：The Dynamic Optical Breast Imaging and Ultrasound were evaluated in
diagnosing the early breast cancer.
Materials and Methods：62 female patients received breast biopsy were enrolled in this
study. 52 patients were assessed by Dynamic Optical Breast Imaging and 35 patients
were assessed by Ultrasound. Both examines were studied in 25 patients.
Results：The sensitivity, specificity, FPR(false positive rate) and FNR(false negative rate)
were 84.21%、37.50%、15.79%，62.50% by using Ultrasound. Using Dynamic Optical
Breast Imaging the sensitivity and specificity were 75%, the FPR and FNR were 25%.
Combining the two examines the sensitivity and specificity increased 87.50% and
55.56% and omission diagnostic rate was only 12.50%.

Conclusion: The Dynamic Optical Breast Imaging is a new technology. It is
non-invasive and non-radiation. It is an appropriate approach for the early diagnosing
breast cancer by combining the Dynamic Optical Breast Imaging and Ultrasound. The
sensitivity and specificity were 87.50% and 55.56% and the omission diagnostic rate was
only 12.50%.
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At present, breast cancer has been becoming the first incidence rate of the women's

tumors all around the world, and the most common cancer to lead women’s death. The
early detection of breast cancer has great important of treatment. Dynamic Optical Breast
Imaging, DOBI is such medical and optical breast imaging technique which is
non-invasive and non-radioactive and can offer image-based pathological.

1.1

Research object and Sorts

There were 62 patients come to our hospital and had biopsies during the period of
May,2007 to June,2008.All of them are female, the average age is 47。According to the
examinations, they can be divided into 3 groups: DOBI Examination 52 cases;
Ultrasound Examination of 35 cases; DOBI Examination 52 cases; Both DOBI and
Ultrasound combined Examination of 25 cases, excluding patients in pregnant/lactation
period and the ones that accept galactophore operation within half a year.

1.2

Instrument

Adopting DOBI ComfortscanTM system utilizes light from 127 light emitting diodes
(LED), mounted on an illuminator plate inclined 30° from horizontal plane. The LEDs
has the wavelength of 640nm for a greater absorption and higher sensitivity of optical
absorption of deoxy-hemoglobin.

1.3

Methods

1.3.1 DOBI technical inspection
By standing in front of the breast tray, which contains the LEDs for light illumination.
Patients will be placed on to breast tray as much as possible, at the centre with its nipple
in parallel with the tray.
In order to view more area of a breast and to have a high quantity images, patients and
breasts need to have good positioning.

Though adjusts to lead of the breast tray and positing patient’s body, the operator should
make sure to place the breast on the breast tray as much as possible.
Based on the size of breast, three or five LED are commonly used respectively to emit the
red light at the 640nm wavelength. The light emitted are recorded by a camera（CCD）for
about 45 seconds. During the light illumination, a uniformed light pressure is applied on
the breast. Through a air bladder, the pressure varies from 5mmHg(initial pressure) to
10mmHg(analyzed pressure), which last about 30s, and then to 5 mmHg again. The
system collects of reaction of the breast that is the breast images. After the pressure lows
to zero, the breast bracket is lifted and the image quality is checked, and then the image is
stored for the further analysis. The image is analyzed by well-trained professionals with a
certificate issued by the DOBI medical international（Fig.1）.

1.3.2
People checked by the ultrasound lie back or sideways and the breast are exposed
completely. The probe is 10L and the frequency is 7.5 MHz. The galactophore is scanned
from many directions and its both sides are observed for contrast.

1.3.3
If the patient accepts the both DOBI technology and ultrasound examinations, generally
the DOBI technology scan is prior to the ultrasound galactophore check. If the ultrasound
galactophore check is done first, the DOBI scan should be done after 20 minutes of
ultrasound. Because the non-uniform pressure of probe to galactophore in the process of
the ultrasound has an effect on the DOBI scan.

1.3.4 Biopsy
Patients lie back or sideways and the breast exposed completely. Conventional
disinfection and clothes with holes and partial anaesthesia are done. With the guide of the
ultrasound, the suspicious parts checked by DOBI or ultrasound are probed. The tissue

got by the probe is sent to pathology for check.

1.4 Statistical process
Sensitivity(SE),specificity(SP),the rate of misdiagnosis( α ) and the rate of missed
diagnosis(β) of DOBI technology and ultrasound and their combination’s diagnosis to
breast carcinoma are calculated and compared.

2

Result

Sensitivity (SE), specificity (SP), the rate of misdiagnosis (α), the rate of missed
diagnosis (β)of DOBI technology and ultrasound and their combination ‘s diagnosis to
breast carcinoma are calculated.

2.1 Diagnosis of breast cancer by DOBI technology (Fig.2)
Patients only accepted DOBI inspection, and had biopsy for the suspicious sites. The
sensitivity (SE) = a / a + c = 14/19 = 73.68%; specificity (SP) = d / b + d = 25/33 =
75.76%; the rate of misdiagnosis (а) = b / b + d = 8 / 33 = 24.24 percent; the rate of
missed diagnosis (β) = c / a + c = 5 / 19 = 26.32%. (Table-1)

2.2 Diagnosis of breast cancer by Ultrasound
Patients only accepted ultrasound examination, and did biopsy for the suspicious sites
provided by ultrasound. The sensitivity (SE) = a / a + c = 16/19 = 84.21%; specificity (SP)
= d / b + d = 6 / 16 = 37.50%; the rate of misdiagnosis (а) = b / b + d = 10 / 16 = 62.50
percent; the rate of missed diagnosis (β) = c / a + c = 3 / 19 = 15.79%. (Table-2)

2.3 Diagnosis of breast cancer by both DOBI and ultrasound technologies .
Patients accepted two technical inspections, generally DOBI first, and then ultrasound,
did biopsy for the suspicious sites provided by them. sensitivity (SE) = a / a + c = 14/16 =
87.50%; specificity (SP) = d / b + d = 5 / 9 = 55.56%; the rate of misdiagnosis ( а) = b / b

+ d = 4 / 9 = 44.44%; the rate of missed diagnosis (β) = c / a + c = 2 / 16 = 12.50%.
(Table-3)

The results shows that: for diagnosis of breast cancer, the sensitivity of ultrasound is
slightly higher than DOBI technology, but the specificity is lower, only 37.50 percent, the
missed diagnosis rate is lower but the rate of misdiagnosis is higher, up to 62.50 percent.
DOBI diagnosis of breast cancer, the sensitivity and specificity are at or close to 75%, the
rates of misdiagnosis and missed diagnosis are about 25%. The combination of then will
enable the diagnosis of breast cancer sensitivity up to 87.50%, the specificity increased to
55.56 percent, the rate of misdiagnosis was just 12.50 percent.

3 DISCUSS
Breast cancer is the most common cancer that led to the deaths of women. The latest
statistics of Chinese Health Ministry illustrate that in China the incidence of breast cancer
is high among women whose age is from 30 to 54-year-old, it is earlier 10-15 years than
Western countries. The data from Chinese anti-cancer Association (CACA) shows that in
2005 the incidence of breast cancer in China's major cities has increased 31.7 percentage
than nine years ago, the mortality rate increased 37%, and each year the incidence of
breast cancer is risen at a rate of 2%. US Medical Institute pointed out that the
intervenning the development of early breast cancer can reduce breast cancer mortality.
Clinically on the basis of keeping breast intact as much as possible, more than 90% of
patients with early breast cancer can survival for about decade.
Breast biopsy is the only way to examine the existence of breast cancer. While it is also a
kind of more expensive and harmful checks which will make patients painful and anxious.
Ultrasound is a kind of imaging technology for detecting small tumors and determining
they are benign or malignant, the specificity is lower, which is in line with the results of
this study. DOBI technology

[3]

is a new non-invasive, non-radiation medical imaging

system, which provides much new image-based pathological information.
The Medical and scientific basis of DOBI technology is the angiogenesis imaging system,

which is to identify early breast cancer associated with the growth of capillaries
instantaneous changes .Tumor growth over "1 millimeter least", tumor cell will grow
their own blood supply system, that is "angiogenesis"

[5]

, adequate blood supply makes

the explosive growth of tumor cells and the spread of a wide range. This unique "features
of the new angiogenesis," includs high-density and high blood content [6], high resistance
to blood flow [7], the new blood vessels under pressure outside is more likely to collapse,
high oxygen consumption and the spread of light attenuation

[8]

. Deoxy-hemoglobin in

the 600-900nm band observes absorption of spectrum, and shows the attenuation
characteristics of spread of light .
light-emitting diode (LED) used by DOBI can launch 640nm wavelength red light,
which is sensitive to the wavelength hemoglobin ,with a high absorption rate [9]. DOBI
ues silicon soft air chamber to exert mild pressure to the breast on the uniform, when
added external pressure around the breasts, blood will be redistributed, vascular and
capillary was crushed, the dynamic changes stimulated by these pressure are different
between the normal and abnormal breast tissue. the new blood vessels associated with
cancer can absorb more light than normal tissue, so it will show a low bright region in the
images. Benign or normal tissues have normal distribution of blood vessels, and the rate
of metabolism is lower, light absorption will not have any major changes.
In the images, bright areas indicate normal or benign , and dark blue means it may be
malignant. Through comparing, it shows that DOBI has the ability to confirm the
existence of breast cancer and distinguish it with benign lesions and normal tissues. Due
to changes of blood vessels occurred in the early stages of the cancer development, image
such changes may detect breast cancer in the early development of cancer.
This study shows that, diagnosing breast cancer by DOBI technology, the sensitivity and
specificity are at or close to 75%, the rate of misdiagnosis and missed diagnosis rate is
about 25%; sensitivity, although slightly lower than ultrasound, but the specificity is far
greater than ultrasound. The combination of DOBI and ultrasound technologies will
enable the diagnosis of breast cancer sensitivity to incerese 87.50%, specificity reach
55.56 percent, the missed diagnosis rate to decrease to 12.50 percent.

DOBI technology is a new medical imagingtechnology, with the characteristics of
non-intravenous injection , non-invasive, no radiation and

no pain ,but in clinical

practice we found that at present DOBI of ComfortScanTM dynamic optical breast
imaging system still has its limitations: for Small breasts, dense breast imaging has poor
results, due to the different of positions breast; tumor closed to the chest wall or near the
armpit (as a result of away from the imaging area) is easily missed; larger breasts can not
be completed during one inspection; squeezing the breast before inspection make
difference on imaging and so on.
Although DOBI is a new medical imaging technology, the combination with ultrasound
diagnosis of early breast cancer is a suitable imaging form. While it needs a large number
of case studies to distinguish malignant and benign tumors, including in different stages
of cancer development, with different physical signs in patients, quantify the metabolic
rate of malignant and benign tumors by statistics and so on.
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Fig.1. The ComfortScan optical mammography system. The patient stands upright and her breast is
placed in the breast holder. The entire procedure takes less than 10 min.

Fig. 2. Optical image of 43-year-old patient. The navy-blue pixels in the optical image represent
pixels with a temporal absorption curve suspect of malignancy.

Table-1 Evaluate 4 situations of diagnosis of breast cancer by DOBI technology
DOBI

SUM

Pathology
Cancer

Non-cancer

+

14（real + a）

8(false +b）

22(a+b)

_

5（false _c）

25（real _d）

30(c+d)

SUM

Table-2

19 (a+c)

33 (b+d)

52(a+b+c+d)

Evaluate 4 situations of diagnosis of breast cancer by Ultrasound
Pathology

Ultrasound
Cancer
+
_
SUM

SUM

Non-Cancer

16（Real +a） 10（False +b）
3(False_c）
19 (a+c)

26 (a+b)

6(Real+d）

9(c+d)

16 (b+d)

35(a+b+c+d)

Table-3 Evaluate 4 situations of diagnosis of breast cancer by both DOBI and
Ultrasound
DOBI

Pathology

and

Ultrasound

+
_
SUM

Cancer
14（Real +a）
2 （False _c）
16 (a+c)

SUM

Non-Cancer
4（False +b）

18(a+b)

5（Real +d）

7(c+d)

9 (b+d)

25(a+b+c+d)

